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JASON contest: UN CANARD SUR L’OCEAN
to mark the launch of JASON-2

CNES proposed a contest aimed at young people, based on resources 
(video, …) that include those developed for the launch.

■Concept
Using a 'modelling' software package which can be downloaded onto a 
hard disk, young people were invited to produce a newspaper covering 
the various ways in which satellites, particularly JASON-2, contribute 
to:

- studying ocean circulation (e.g. the Gulf Stream, the El Niño.)
- monitoring the rise in sea level (its impact on coastal areas...)
- generating 'ocean' bulletins for skippers, off-shore industries, fishing…
- forecasting extreme events: El Niño, cyclones, etc 
- a better understanding of climate change.
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JASON contest: UN CANARD SUR L’OCEAN”
to mark the launch of JASON-2

■Organization

This contest was open to young people aged 8 to 18, pupils in primary 
and secondary schools as well as to individuals (from 18 to 25)

It has been publicised in other countries by our partners; therefore 
entries could be submitted in French or English

A judging panel, composed of scientists, teachers, journalists and 
outreach professionals, rewarded the best newspapers, according to 
different categories and ages.
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JASON contest: UN CANARD SUR L’OCEAN”
to mark the launch of JASON-2

■Resources
A comprehensive resources kit was available online from the CNES 
website 
A mini website has been developed especially for this competition (a 
dozen pages, including various resources and downloadable software).

■Promotion
- announced in the CNES communications media (pres release, CNES Mag, 

websites...), and in 4 French publications:  (Wapiti, Almanach, Clés de 
l’Actualité, Clés de l’Actualité Junior)

- e-mails sent to national education networks, to French high schools 
overseas...

- plus our partners' networks 
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JASON contest: UN CANARD SUR L’OCEAN”
to mark the launch of JASON-2

■Dates

- End of August: competition announced in Wapiti, Almanach, Clés de 
l’Actualité and Clés de l’Actualité  Junior

- 8 September: opening of the contest on the dedicated website :
http://www.concoursatellitejason2.com
- 15 December:  closing date for competition entries (on-line 

submission of entries)
- 23 january: selection of the winners 
- 30 January: results publication 
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JASON contest: UN CANARD SUR L’OCEAN”
to mark the launch of JASON-2

Web site statistics:
■After 1 month: 1457 visits
■Total:  4368 visits from 22 countries

245 newspapers were initially submitted 

60 newspapers accepted
■Primary:7
■Middle schools: 30
■High schools : 11
■Outside of France: 11 (USA, Canada, Brazil, Marocco, Portugal…)
■ Individual (non student): 1
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10

They wrote about JASON… 
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…JASON 2 APPLICATIONS
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…GLOBAL WARMING



13

…THE IMPACT ON THEIR NEIGHBORHOOD
USA
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Mauritius (coral bleaching)…  Morocco (drought) 
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…SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT



16

…RENEWABLE ENERGIES
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They try to understand how JASON works…
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THEY EXPERIMENTED…
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They conducted interviews…
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They made measurements…
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They developed games (quizzes, rebus…)



PRIZES

■1st, 2nd, and 3rd prizes were awarded in 3 categories (primary, 
middle, high-schools)

1st prize: laptop
2 nd prize: telescope
3 rd prize: weather station

■ 2 prizes for entries « outside of France »
■ 1 honorable mention (coup de cœur)

■All participant schools received  a set of classroom resources
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FEEDBACK FROM THE TEACHERS

■An email survey was sent to all participants; 70% responded
All were very enthusiastic about the contest
Contest provided motivation for students, including at risk students
Some classes created follow-on activities (musical production, astronomy 

club…) 

…however
A few of them commented the requirements were not specific enough
Many of them had problems with the software web interface (uploading 

their newspaper)
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RECOMMENDATIONS

■As the  concept of this contest appeared to be very successful, we 
envision having it again,with the following modifications:

Be more specific in the requirements
Modify the contest start and duration (teachers schedule..)
Improve the software (web interface…)
Develop resources to undo incorrect technical and science 
preconceptions

■This contest could be organized in the framework of the Ocean 
outreach community,

Allows expanded resources
Allows greater participation
And an increased awareness of the satellite contribution to 
understanding Global Climate Change 
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CONCLUSION

« 50 years ago there were no more than 5 people in the world 
aware of ocean altimetry.Today more than 1500 students 
participated in this ocean altimetry contest …»       Jean 
Louis Fellous

If you want to help spread the word  
Contact me

danielle.destaerke@cnes.fr
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